Amazing Facts is thrilled to announce the upcoming 3ABN program Anchors of Truth: Doctrines that Divide, presented by Pastor Doug Batchelor.

Many Christian churches hold vastly different views on key Bible teachings; of course, for one to be right about a major doctrine means that others must be wrong. But how can we know which viewpoint is biblical? During this program, Pastor Doug will thoroughly investigate five crucial Bible topics that divide churches, including the balance between law and grace, Christian worship, the return of Jesus, Bible health principles, and the nature of death, hell, and heaven.

This series is for anyone who wants Bible clarity about these important tenants of faith, and it’s a perfect way for believers from all across the spectrum to study these topics together. So share this email with everyone you know, and we look forward to you joining us!

The Anchors of Truth: Doctrines that Divide TV series will air live October 19–22, 7:00 p.m. Pacific and Saturday, October 22, at 3:00 pm.

Click here to learn more!
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New Five-Part TV Bible Series "Doctrines that Divide" Debuts October 19

Amazing Facts is co-producing a new five-part Bible series for the popular 3ABN television program Anchors of Truth. Co-produced by 3ABN, the series, entitled "Doctrines that Divide," will be presented by Pastor Doug Batchelor, president of Amazing Facts.

Speaking from Jakarta, Indonesia, where he has just finished completing the last leg of a multi-nation evangelism tour, Pastor Batchelor says, "Amazing Facts is looking forward to working on this project with 3ABN because we know that many Christian churches hold vastly different views on key Bible teachings; for one to be right about a major Bible doctrine means that others must be wrong. Our goal will be to help Christians find clarity about these important Bible beliefs."

"Doctrines that Divide" will thoroughly investigate five crucial topics that divide churches on key Bible subjects, including balancing the notions of law and grace, Christian worship, the return of Jesus, Bible health principles, and the nature of death, hell, and heaven.

Pastor Batchelor adds, "Our search for truth should not be based on mere opinion or popularity; rather, our focus should be on what the Bible clearly teaches on matters that will likely become much weightier as we near the end of time. We hope that Christians all across the spectrum will be better informed about their Bibles after watching this series."

**Dates & Times**
The Anchors of Truth: "Doctrines that Divide" TV series will air live from Pastor Doug's church in Sacramento, California. Please join us if you are in the area.

- **October 19-22**, each night at 7:00pm Pacific.
- Also, don't miss the Saturday, **October 22**, presentation at 11:00am Pacific.

**Program Titles & Topics**

- **Justice and Mercy**: The biblical balance between law and grace
- **The Time of Your Life**: The Sabbath, Sunday, and Christian worship
- **The Apex of History**: The second coming and the rapture
- **Cleansing the Temples**: The sanctuary, church, and Bible health principles
- **The Afterlife**: The nature of death, hell, and heaven

Titles and order of presentations are subject to change.